
Read 2 of your 
RECENT 

decodable 
readers that we 
have sent home.

Play the 
Stocking 

Subtraction 
game.

 Make a list of 
words with the 
th digraph in it.  

Bonus:  Illustrate 
your word list.  

Play the Blustery 
Blends game.  
Which row of 

blends did you fill 
first?

Set a timer for 2 
minutes and write 

down as many 
addition facts as 
you can before 

the timer goes off.

 Count coins from your 
piggy bank.  Grab a 

handful of dimes, 
nickels, and pennies.  
Count the total.  Can 
you make the same 
amount using fewer 

coins?  
How many times can 

you do it?

Identify feelings
Can you show me 
what a surprised 

face and body look 
like?  Draw it.

Do the same with a 
disgusted face and 

body.  Draw it.

Find a chore to 
complete to help your 
family. (taking care of 

a pet, cleaning a 
room, folding 

laundry, setting the 
table, etc.)

Make a list of 
words with the 
ch digraph in it.  

Bonus:  Illustrate 
your word list. 

Make a math 
problem and 

draw a picture to 
go with it.

Write your numbers 
counting by 1s, but 

starting with the 
number 75.  How far 

can you go 
independently?

Make a list of 
words with the 
sh digraph in it.  

Bonus:  Illustrate 
your word list. 

Play your 
favorite board or 

card game.  

Write a story about 
your favorite thing to 
do outside when it is 
snowing.  Include at 
least 3 sentences.  

Don’t forget capital 
letters and 

punctuation!

Play the wintery 
words game.

Write your numbers 
counting 

backwards from 50.  
Bonus:  Time 

yourself!  How 
quickly can you do 

it?

BBE Digital/
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if you’d like!).  Have an adult initial each box 
you have completed. Turn in all completed 

work, along with this sheet, to your teacher 
when you return to school.
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Read 2 of your 
RECENT 

decodable 
readers that we 
have sent home.

Help your child think of 
something kind to say to 
someone else at home (or 
someone your child can 
easily call on the phone) 

as a way to show 
“compassion.”  Use this 

template as a guide.
I can show compassion 
to…
I will say…
After I showed 
compassion, I think this 
person felt…

Play a card game. 
(Top it, garbage, 

speed, etc.)

Help your child to think of 
a time when he or she has 
a strong feeling and what 
he or she needs to do to 
calm down. Fill in your 
child’s responses in the 
blanks below. 
I get a strong feeling and 
need to calm down when: 
Stop! I am feeling…
Practice belly breathing. 
Positive things I could say 
to myself:

Write down every 
member of your 

family’s birthday in 3 
ways.  (Ex. January 
26, 2010, 01/26/10, 

01-26-10)

Look at an analog 
clock at least 5 

times during the 
day and write the 

time.  (to the 
nearest hour or 

half hour)

Read a book that you 
have at home.  (It can be a 
decodable book).  Use the 
pictures to decide how the 

characters are feeling.  
What about the pictures 

helps you.  Do their 
feelings change 

throughout the story?

Write the steps for 
building a snowman 
using the attached 

sheet.

Complete the R 
controlled vowel 

worksheet.

Draw a picture of 
your favorite thing 

to do on a snow 
day.  Write two 

sentences about 
your picture.

Practice long 
vowels using the 

quiet as snow 
sheet.

Analyze the 
graph using the 

fishing with 
friends sheet.

Write your 
numbers counting 

by 2’s to 100.

Write your 
numbers counting 

by 5’s to 200.

Write down the ages 
of everyone in your 
family.  Then figure 

out what is one more, 
one less, 10 more, and 

10 less than each of 
their ages.  

Practice ABC 
order using the 
attached sheet.
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you have completed. Turn in all completed 
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BBE SNOW DAY

J A G S
~Read a book about something you are really interested in.
~When you are reading, pick a sentence on each page and find the noun, 
verb, and see if it has any adjectives. 
~Card games-top it, making 10s solitaire, speed addition, garbage, etc.
~Help with household chores (fold laundry, empty the dishwasher, clean 
your room, etc.)

If you want more Physical Activities, here are some ideas:

A) Shovel snow. This may not be an option for some students, but if 
possible get outside and shovel or assist with shoveling. Shoveling is a 
great exercise and works a variety of muscles in your lower body, upper 
body, and your core. Remember to wear proper clothing to stay warm.

B) Play in the snow. Be a kid - get outside and enjoy the snow. Go for a 
walk, make snow angels, make a snowman, be creative but be active. 
What that looks like may vary from student to student, but ultimately as 
long as the student is safe and properly dressed, just play.

***Bonus Activities***



Read 2 of your 
RECENT 

decodable 
readers that we 
have sent home.

Put random amounts 
of coins in piles then 

count the money.

 Make a list of 
words using the  

‘ar’ spelling 
pattern.  (ex. 
farm, alarm)  

Bonus:  Illustrate 
your word list.  

Complete the ABC’s 
of winter. Write a 
winter word that 
starts with each 

letter of the 
alphabet.

Take out all face cards 
out of a playing deck. 
Flip a card over. Add 
one to the number, 

then subtract one from 
the number.

Count how many 
orks you have in 

your kitchen. Count 
how many spoons 

your have. Add those 
numbers to ether! 
Try this with other 

items in your home! 

Using random objects 
(paper clips, blocks, 
pencils, cars, etc.) 

measure… 
- length of kitchen table 
- distance from chair to 
table 
- length of a book
- height of a chair

Find a chore to 
complete to help your 

family. (taking care of a 
pet, cleaning a room, 

folding laundry, setting 
the table, etc.)

Draw and describe a 
winter activity you 

enjoy. Remember to 
use details!

Make a math 
problem and draw 

a picture to go 
with it.

Draw a photo o  your 
room, a play round 

or your yard and 
label it by soundin  
out the items in your 

picture.

Make a list of 
words with the 

‘or’ and ‘ore’ 
spelling pattern. 
(ex. storm, tore) 
Bonus:  Illustrate 

your word list.  

Play your favorite 
board or card 

game.  

Find as many 
rhymin  words as 
you can in a book. 

Compare and 
contrast winter 

with another 
season.

Play “Guessing My 
2-Digit Number.”

(attached)
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you have completed. Turn in all completed 
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